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By the time our equipment reaches your hands, you can count on the highest possible quality
and service available. At Accord, we are proud to use all resources available today to serve
the Marine, Petro-chemical and Transportation industries. We pledge to continue our partnership and our total commitment to quality and service for many years to come.
ACCORD INTERNATIONAL, INC.
4380 South Wayside, Suite 100
Houston, Texas 77087
Phone. (713) 641-2288
Fax. (713) 641-3636
WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER. All merchandise or products sold or distributed by Accord International, Inc.
(“Accord”) are in the nature of commodities and they are sold by our published specifications and not for particular
purposes, uses and applications. There are no expressed warranties which extend beyond the description on
the face hereof. Seller disclaims any implied warranties of merchant ability or of fitness for any particular application/purpose. Since seller cannot control the manner or use of its products after their sale, seller will not be
responsible for any consequential or indirect damages. The merchandise or products sold or distributed by Accord
International, Inc. are warranted to our customers to be free from defects in material and workmanship at the time
of shipment by us. All warranty claims shall be made within six months after we have shipped the merchandise.
Our liability thereunder is limited to the purchase price of any merchandise proving defective, or at our option, to
the replacement of such merchandise upon its authorized return to us. No warranties will apply if the products are
in any way altered or modified after delivery by seller.
CAUTIONARY STATEMENT. Accord recommends that the purchasers or users of the merchandise or products
frequently and consistently undertake inspections and protective measures with respect to the use application of
the merchandise and products which should include the examination of tube and cover conditions of the hose or
tubing and the identification, repair or replacement of sections showing cracking, blistering, separations, internal
and external abrasions, leaking or slipped couplings or connections and make proper proof tests. Because Accord
continually examines ways to improve our products, we reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice,
to improve our products, we reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice.
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Composite Hose - The Flexible Connection
Composite hose, like other hose provides the vital flexible connection to compensate for vibration, movement or
misalignment in a fluid transfer system.
Composite hose has a spiral internal metal supporting wire which can be galvanized steel, stainless steel, aluminum or polypropylene coated steel with a spiral external wire which is generally galvanized or stainless steel. In
between the wires there are layers of thermoplastic fabrics and film.
The functions of the various components are basically as follows: Internal wire spiral supports the hose wall and
provides resistance to vacuum for suction applications. External wire spiral armors the hose against abrasion and
impact damage and binds the layers of fabrics and films tightly together. Fabric layers act as strength members
against internal pressure. It is also a common feature of many composite hoses to have as the external layer PVC
coated fabric. This provides an easily cleanable color coded surface and gives additional abrasion resistance.
Film layers act as a sealing medium to ensure that no product escapes from the hose. Films and fabrics can be
polypropylene, polyamide, PTFE, polyester
polyaramid or glass. By combining these
alternative components in various ways it is
possible to produce hoses with a wide range
of chemical resistance, working temperatures
and pressures.

End fittings, as with all types of hose a
composite hose assembly depends on the
strength and reliability of its coupling system.
Accord has developed its own unique fitting
configuration and swaging system which uses
high quality rubber seals; steel or stainless
steel ferrules and couplings to ensure that
when prototype tests are conducted, the hose
will burst before the end fitting is expelled.
This ensures the maximum strength of the
hose is fully achieved. Accord’s swaging
system gives superior results to wire whipping or clamping methods of attachment,
and guarantees electrical continuity to ensure
static is fully discharged.
The inner wire is permanently in contact with the coupling. The outer wire is normally in electrical contact but should
either of the wires be broken Accord uses electrically conductive seals to guarantee continuity. In order to provide
the widest range of chemical resistance Accord swage seals are available in nitrile, butyl or Viton® elastomers.
All the composite hoses in our catalog are available as complete assemblies with a wide variety of end fittings such
as flanges, quick couplers, NPT nipples and dry break couplings. Common end fitting materials are carbon steel,
stainless steel, bronze, aluminum and polypropylene, although many other materials are also available.
Unless otherwise specified all Accord composite hose assemblies are swaged with carbon steel ferrules and nitrile
rubber seals. Stainless steel ferrules and Viton or butyl seals can be supplied if requested.

Temperature versus pressure. Working pressures are calculated on a minimum safety factor of 5:1 burst pressure
to working pressure as specified in USCG 154.500 for heavy duty 4” ID and larger hose assemblies . Composite
hose is manufactured from thermoplastics and accordingly its working pressure will be reduced at elevated temperatures. Consult Accord personnel for advice on use at high temperatures.
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